The iron chalcogenides FeTe and FeSe belong to the family of iron-based superconductors. We study the magnetism in these compounds in the normal state using the ab initio downfolding scheme developed for strongly correlated electron systems. In deriving ab initio low-energy effective models, we employ the constrained GW method to eliminate the double counting of electron correlations originating from the exchange correlations already taken into account in the density functional theory. By solving the derived ab initio effective models, we reveal that the elimination of the double counting is important in reproducing the bicollinear antiferromagnetic order in FeTe, as is observed in experiments. We also show that the elimination of the double counting induces a unique degeneracy of several magnetic orders in FeSe, which may explain the absence of the magnetic ordering. We discuss the relationship between the degeneracy and the recently found puzzling phenomena in FeSe as well as the magnetic ordering found under pressure.
After the discovery of iron-based superconductors, many families of the iron-based superconductors have been found. [1] [2] [3] Among them, iron chalcogenides such as FeTe and FeSe (11-type) are the simplest iron-based superconductors, which have no blocking insulating layer. Despite the simple lattice structure of the 11-type compounds, many characteristic behaviors have been observed in them, which have attracted much interest. For example, FeTe shows an exceptional bicollinear antiferromagnetic (AFB) order with an ordered moment of ∼ 2.0-2.25µ B , 4, 5) although most of the iron-based superconductors show a stripe antiferromagnetic (AFS) order. Although the AFB order itself is reproduced by several calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT), [6] [7] [8] [9] the microscopic origin of the AFB order and the roles of electron correlations are not fully clarified yet.
In FeSe, although calculation based on the DFT predicts that the AFS order is the ground state, 8) no clear signature of magnetic order is observed in experiments, and the superconducting phase appears below T c ∼8 K. 10) Note that a structural phase transition without magnetic order occurs at T s ∼90 K. The absence of the magnetic order despite its large local moment 11) remains a puzzle in FeSe. Recent experimental result [12] [13] [14] supports the notion that FeSe has extremely small Fermi surfaces and that the resultant superconductivity is located in the Bose-Einstein-condensate (BEC) region. The origin of these exotic phenomena also remains a puzzle in FeSe. Furthermore, it is reported that a single layer of FeSe on SrTiO 3 shows high-temperature superconductivity, whose T c is higher than 50 K. 15) Thus, clarifying these remarkable behaviors in iron chalcogenides is important for understanding the nature of high-temperature superconductivity in iron-based superconductors.
Many theoretical and experimental studies indicate * E-mail: hirayama@stat.phys.titech.ac.jp that the 11-type compounds are located in the strongcoupling region. [11] [12] [13] [14] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In particular, in recent experimental studies of a single crystal of FeSe, [12] [13] [14] it has been shown that the experimental Fermi surfaces cannot be explained by the conventional DFT calculations. In addition, an ab initio evaluation of the interaction parameters suggests that the 11-type compounds have relatively stronger correlations than other iron-based superconductors such as BaFe 2 As 2 and LaFeAsO. 17) In the strong-coupling region, it is necessary to consider the effects of electron correlations beyond the conventional DFT. Even when the strong electron correlation is taken into account, the above recently studied Fermi surface does not appear consistent with the calculated Fermi surface. 18, 21) This result is a puzzling aspect of FeSe. A hybrid method (ab initio downfolding scheme) 22) of the DFT and precise model calculation is a promising way of treating electron correlations beyond the standard DFT: In this scheme, we first obtain the global band structure based on the DFT and evaluate the interaction parameters in the low-energy effective model by constrained random-phase approximation (cRPA).
23, 24)
Then, we solve the low-energy effective model using precise low-energy solvers such as the many-variable variational Monte Carlo (mVMC) method. 25) Several applications to real materials show the validity and accuracy of this scheme [26] [27] [28] . However, in this scheme, there is a fundamental problem in that the electron correlations are doubly counted, i.e., the electron correlations are considered in both the band calculations and the model calculations. Although this double counting is assumed to be small in the conventional downfolding scheme, in the strong-coupling regime where iron chalcogenides are expected to be located, the elimination of double counting may become important to correctly reproduce electronic structures.
In this Letter, by employing the state-of-the-art ab initio method, we clarify the magnetic properties in iron Γ Γ chalcogenides. We properly eliminate the double counting of the electron correlations and derive the low-energy effective models in an ab initio way.
29) Then, we solve the low-energy effective models using the mVMC. As a result, we show that the elimination of the double counting plays a crucial role in stabilizing the AFB in FeTe. We also solve the low-energy effective models for FeSe in addition to FeTe, and find that several magnetic orders are energetically nearly degenerate. This degeneracy may result in the absence of the magnetic order in FeSe under competitions and frustrations emerging in the region close to the phase boundaries.
Our low-energy effective models for iron-based superconductors are given as follows:
where t X represents the transfer integral of the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs). 30, 31) Here, X denotes the methods of deriving the one-body part of the Hamiltonian, i.e., X=LDA (cGW-SIC) means that the local density approximation (constrained GW-selfinteraction correction) is used for evaluating transfer integrals. We will show details of the cGW-SIC later. The corresponding band structures near the Fermi level are shown in Fig. 1 .
is a creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin σ in the nth MLWF having strong Fe 3d characters (with n = 1-5 being the orbital index) centered at R i . 17) In this work, we take the X-and Y-axes for the MLWFs index along the Fe-Te/Se directions. Note that the 12×12×6 k-mesh is employed in the LDA calculation, and the 6 × 6 × 3 k-mesh is employed in the cRPA and cGW-SIC calculations. The interaction parameters U and J denote the Coulomb interactions and exchange interactions, respectively. These interaction parameters are calculated by the cRPA 22, 23) and dimensional downfolding. 27, 32, 33) For details of the interaction parameters and hopping parameters, see Ref. 34 . The off-site interactions (i = j) are omitted in this calculation because they are less than one-quarter of the on-site interaction parameter. Double counting in the Hartree term is subtracted as we have mentioned in our previous paper.
26)
For the one-body part of the Hamiltonian, in addition to the standard LDA calculations, the constrained GW (cGW) scheme was employed, 29, 35) which can eliminate the double counting of the self-energy originating from the exchange-correlation energy. In this scheme, we first subtract the exchange-correlation energy in the LDA calculations and replace it with the GW self-energy calculated by excluding the low-energy contribution, since the low-energy part of the self-energy will be considered later when the obtained model is solved. In this scheme, since we do not consider the low-energy part of the GW self-energy in deriving the low-energy effective model, the double counting of exchange correlations does not occur.
The cGW self-energy does not include the selfinteraction (SI) originating from the low-energy degree of freedom, which should be canceled out by the oppositesign SI in the Hartree term. In the nondegenerate multiband systems, the imbalance of the SI exerts crucial effects on the occupation number of each orbital and the magnetism. We therefore introduce the self-interaction correction (SIC) originating from the low-energy degrees of freedom U on-site n L LDA /2 into the cGW scheme, where U on-site is the on-site effective interaction and n L LDA /2 is the occupation number of the low-energy degrees of freedom of the up or down spin in the LDA. The one-body part with the SIC is given by
where H cGW is the static one-body Hamiltonian in the cGW.
29) The renormalization factor Z cGW is needed to renormalize the frequency-dependent part of the interaction of the effective model. Figure 1 shows the band structures of FeTe in the LDA and cGW-SIC, which correspond to the one-body part of the low-energy effective model in Eq. (1). We note that the band structure of the cGW-SIC model for the noninteracting case is a virtual one, which cannot be directly observed in experiments. It is expected that correct band structures are reproduced after solving the low-energy effective models. The main difference between the LDA and cGW-SIC models is the on-site potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital. In the cGW-SIC model, the on-site potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital decreases and the occupation of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital increases. As we will show later, the stability of the magnetic order largely depends on the on-site potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital. To solve the low-energy effective models, we employ the mVMC, which can treat the electron correlations se- 
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25) Our variational wavefunction is defined as
where |ψ pair is a generalized pairing wave function, and L S=0 , P G , and P J are the total spin quantum-number projection, Gutzwiller factors, and Jastrow factors, respectively. 25, 26) For more computational details of ironbased superconductors, readers are referred to Ref. 26 .
In the mVMC, we examine the stability of four possible AF orders, i.e., G-type AF state (AFG), AFS, AFB, and half-collinear AF state (AFH), whose schematic pictures are shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d), respectively. We mainly show the results of N s = 8 × 8 sites with periodic boundary conditions; the systems with 4 × 4 and 4 × 8 sites are also calculated for the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit.
By solving the low-energy effective models, we show how the elimination of double counting affects the stability of magnetic orders in FeTe. As shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d), we examine four different magnetic orders, which are potential candidates of the order. In the LDA model, we find that the AFS is the most stable magnetically ordered phase [ Fig. 2(e) ]. In contrast, the AFB phase becomes the ground state in the cGW-SIC calculation that properly eliminates the double counting of the selfenergy. This result indicates the importance of the elimination of the double counting in the strong-coupling regime.
In Table I , we show the orbital resolved occupation Table I . Occupation numbers of the Wannier functions of the LDA and cGW-SIC models in the mVMC, where the sum of the occupancy is 6. Error bars are negligible (≤ 10 −3 ). 
is the uniform chemical potential applied to all the orbitals, where E is the total energy and N is the total number of electrons). 40) Because the occupancies of the Y Z/ZX orbitals are slightly different from half filling, the Y Z/ZX orbitals can be regarded as doped orbital-selective Mott insulators in a strict sense, where the excess carriers from half filling make the system metallic. 41) This additional localization may be the origin of the characteristic behavior observed in iron chalcogenides. Note that a similar localization is observed in previous calculations for iron chalcogenides.
20, 39)
Here, we examine the microscopic origin of the bicollinear magnetic order in FeTe. In previous calculations based on the DFT 6, 7) , although it was suggested that the origin of the AFB order is attributed to large farther-neighbor magnetic interactions such as the thirdneighbor magnetic interaction J 3 , it is unclear what induces the large farther-neighbor magnetic interactions. One possible origin of such large farther-neighbor interactions is the superexchange interaction that is induced by farther-neighbor hoppings. To examine the effects of farther-neighbor hoppings, we artificially cut off fartherneighbor hoppings. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , we find that the AFB becomes the ground state regardless of the range of such hoppings. The robustness of the AFB indicates that the superexchange interactions induced by the farther-neighbor hoppings play minor roles in stabilizing the AFB order.
Another possible origin of the farther-neighbor magnetic interactions is Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions, which are mainly induced by the Hund's rule coupling. To examine the roles of the Hund's rule coupling as well as of the RKKY interactions, we artificially change the magnitude of the Hund's rule coupling by introducing the scaling parameter λ J , where λ J scales on-site exchange interactions as J → λ J J. Figure 3(b) shows the ground-state energy per site of several AF orders in FeTe as a function of λ J . The AFB becomes more stable as J becomes larger. This result indicates that the RKKY-type interactions play key roles in stabilizing the AFB order. Since scattering decreases with the magnetic ordering, the resistivity decreases well below the magnetic transition temperature 41) particularly along the (π/2,−π/2) ferromagnetic line. 42, 43) The structural transition 44) would enhance the energy stabilization through the changes in transfer parameters. The couplings between itinerant electrons and localized spins resulting in the RKKY interactions were examined on phenomenological levels.
45-47)
Now, we discuss the magnetic properties of FeSe. As in the case of FeTe, the AFS phase becomes the ground state in the LDA calculation for FeSe, as shown in Fig. 4 . For FeSe, we only show the results of the largest system size (N s = 8 × 8), because the size dependence of the energy is not smooth in FeSe, while we estimate the thermodynamic limit to be not far from the result for N s = 8 × 8. By eliminating the double counting of the self-energy, we find that the AFH phase has the lowest energy, which is consistent with previous ab initio calculations. 48, 49) What is more characteristic of FeSe is that the AFH and AFB phases win the AFS state and they have nearly the same energy, i.e., the difference in the energy between the AFH and AFB is on the order of 10 meV and the energies of the AFS and AFG phases are also close within 25 meV. Such degeneracies were not properly captured in the previous DFT-GGA studies, 48, 49) where the energies of the AFB and AFG phases are much higher. Because of the limitation of the system sizes and the scattered size dependence of energy for FeSe, the energy stability of FeSe has a large uncertainty with an energy scale of 10 meV. Thus, this degeneracy does not contradict the experimental results that the magnetic order is not observed despite its large local moment, since it is probable that the short-range order of the AFB and AFH (and AFS as well) coexist as a mixed or fluctuating phase, which does not allow the development of the long-range order above the superconducting transition temperature.
It is naively expected that the superposition of the degenerate magnetic orders will induce spin-glass-like states. However, the spin-glass-like states are not consistent with the existence of small but clear Fermi surfaces 12, 13) In the magnetically degenerate region, it is plausible that an unconventional superconducting phase becomes stable. By examining the stability of the superconducting phase by extending the present analysis for the normal states, the origin of small Fermi surfaces and the resultant BEC-like superconductivity 14) will be clarified. Further theoretical investigation of such a possibility is left for future study. It is also interesting to determine the shapes of the Fermi surfaces from jumps in momentum distributions by performing the calculations for larger system sizes.
The energy of the AFG phase is relatively low in FeSe compared with that in FeTe. The reason why the energy of the AFG phase is low is that the occupation number of the XY orbital having a very weak frustration is also close to half filling (1.10) in addition to those of the Y Z/ZX and X 2 − Y 2 having stronger frustrations. Note that the AFG order is more stable if the unfrustrated orbitals are closer to half filling. This reduction of the XY filling originates from the remarkable decrease in the onsite potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital in FeSe; thus, the filling of the other orbitals must decrease. However, the Y Z/ZX and X 2 − Y 2 orbitals are already pinned near half filling. This drives the filling of the XY orbital closer to half filling. Because the XY orbital partially resolves the frustration in comparison to FeTe and the energy of the AFG phase becomes lower, FeSe shows an accidental degeneracy of several phases. More precisely, when the three orbitals (Y Z, ZX, and X 2 − Y 2 ) could become close to half filling by an appropriate on-site potential, the AFS, AFB, and AFH phases may have similar energies. If the XY orbital in addition could become close to half filling, the AFG phase joins in this degeneracy.
As we will show later, the degeneracy may be lifted easily under pressure. The difference in the crystal field splitting from FeTe yields the unique energetic degener- acy of the AF orders in FeSe.
Lastly, we examine the robustness of the degeneracy in FeSe. By comparing the results of the LDA and cGW-SIC models, it is speculated that the stability of the AF phases largely depends on the on-site potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital in iron chalcogenides. To determine the roles of the on-site potential directly, we monitor the effect of the on-site potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 in the cGW-SIC model for FeSe. As a result, we find that the degeneracy is easily lifted and that the AFS becomes the ground state as shown in Fig. 4 . This result can be understood by considering the fact that the occupation number of the Y Z/ZX orbitals deviates from the half filling, and that only the X 2 − Y 2 orbital, which stabilizes the AFS states through large next-nearest transfer, stays near half filling and becomes the sole driving force of the magnetism. This mechanism is hardly captured by weakcoupling theories. 50) Although not so easy, experimental control of the one-body potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital will reveal the origin of the degeneracy in FeSe. The magnetic transition under pressure 51, 52) would be related to the degeneracy of the AF phases. In the present ab initio study using the cGW-SIC model of FeSe under 4 GPa, such a degeneracy is lifted and it predicts that the AFH phase becomes stable, while the AFS phase is competing with it.
53)
In this Letter, we have shown that the elimination of the double counting in the exchange-correlation energy is essential for reproducing the AFB order observed in FeTe. The stability of the AFB in FeTe is insensitive to farther-neighbor transfer but sensitive to the strength of the Hund's rule coupling. These results indicate that the nesting in Fermi surfaces and superexchange interactions play minor roles but that the RKKY interactions induced by the Hund's rule coupling play a key role in stabilizing the AFB order. We have also found that several magnetic orders are energetically degenerate in FeSe. This degeneracy is the possible origin of the absence of magnetic order in FeSe. It is shown that this degeneracy can be lifted by changing the chemical potential of the 3Z 2 − R 2 orbital. Our analysis provides a firm theoretical basis for understanding the characteristic magnetism in iron chalcogenides and offers a clue to understanding other unique behaviors observed in the iron chalcogenides such as the possible high-temperature superconductivity in a single layer of FeSe.
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Supplemental Materials
S.1 Values of Parameters of Low-Energy Effective Model
In this supplemental material, we show the values of the parameters of the ab initio low-energy effective model. Table S I (II) is the three-dimensional effective interaction of the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) originating from the Fe 3d orbitals of FeSe (FeTe). S1) We obtain the two-dimensional effective interaction by uniformly subtracting 0.6 (0.4) eV from the three-dimensional effective interaction of FeSe (FeTe) following Refs. S2 and S3. Table S III is the transfer integral of the MLWFs of FeSe and FeTe obtained by the local-density-approximation (LDA) calculation. We also show the transfer integral of the MLWFs in the constrained GW with the self-interaction correction (cGW-SIC) model in Table S IV. Figure S 1 is the corresponding band structure of FeSe. The on-site potential of each model is shown in Fig. S 2. The detail of the cGW method is explained in Refs. S1 and S4. 
S.2 Magnetism of FeSe under Pressure
We calculate the magnetism of FeSe under pressure as well as that at ambient pressure. Figure S 3 shows the energy per site by the cGW-SIC calculation for FeSe at 4.0 GPa in the experimental geometry. S5) Although the AFS-type short-ranged fluctuations were observed S6, S7) at ambient pressure, the unique energetic degeneracy at ambient pressure is lifted under pressure, and we predict that the AFH phase becomes slightly more stable than the AFS. The experimental verification would be desired. |φ , m and n denote symmetries of the 3d orbitals, and the axis of (Rx, Ry, Rz) is taken along the Fe-Se/Te directions. Units are given in meV. (Rx, Ry, Rz), where t cGW-SIC is the transfer integral without double-counting : t cGW-SIC = φ|H cGW-SIC |φ , m and n denote symmetries of the 3d orbitals, and the axis of (Rx, Ry, Rz) is taken along the Fe-Se/Te directions. Units are given in meV. 
